
              WY 4-H DOG OBEDIENCE SCORE SHEET-- UTILITY CLASS 
   
 

              Contestant's Number ____________           Date __________________         Judge _______________________        A or B  

 
                                                   Name of Show _________________________________   Breed _________________________________    Jump Height:_______________       
 

Exercises & 
Commands/Signals 

Major Deductions (non-qualifying 
performance) 

Minor Deductions 
SUBSTANTIAL                                                         MINOR 

Max 
Points 

Points  
Off 

Net 
Score 

 
SIGNAL EXERCISE 
 
Forward, Halt, Right turn, 
Left turn, About turn, 
Slow, Normal, Fast, 
Stand your dog, Leave 
your dog (walk 30 feet 
away). Judge signals to 
Drop your dog, Sit your 
dog, Call your dog, 
Finish, Exercise finished 





Handler continually adapts pace to dog 
Unqualified heeling  

 Extra command or signal to Heel/Finish/Sit    
 
 
 

40 

  
 Forging/ Lagging/Crowding/Sniffing 

Unmanageable  No noticeable change of pace on fast/slow 

 Left handler  Held signal more than 2 seconds (deduct up to NQ) 





  Heeling wide on turns/ about turns…………………………………. 

 Slow response to Stand   Drop   Sit    Come  ………….  

Audible command or fails 1st signal to:  Dog walked forward on Stand/Drop/Sit…………………………… 

    Stand  Failure to come directly to handler 

 Stay  No Front .....……………………………………………..Poor Front  

 Drop  No Finish ……………………………………………….Poor Finish 

     Sit  Sat between handlers feet………………………………………….. 

     Come  Touched handler on Front/Finish……………………………… 

Anticipated signal  Handler error………………………………………………………… 

Sat out of reach   

 
SCENT 
DISCRIMINATION 
(two articles, either 
metal, wood, or leather) 
 
1st article #_________ 
 
2nd article #_________ 
 
Send your dog 
Take it 
Finish 
Exercise finished 

1 2  1 2  1 2    
     Touching dog when imparting scent to dog    

 
30 

  
Did not go on 1st command   Handler did not turn in place   

     Extra signals by handler when turning   

No retrieve   Slow to pick up/mouthed/played with article   

     Dog did not go directly to articles/work continuously   

Retrieves wrong article   Slow going or returning   

    Dog refused/reluctant to release article.   

 Anticipated command   Dropped article on return    
 

30 

  
     No sit .................................................................Poor sit    

 Extra command or signal   No finish…………………………………...…..Poor Finish     

     Handler error (eg moving feet, hands not at sides).........   

 Sat out of reach   Touched handler …………………………………………...    

     Sat between handlers feet………………………………...   

         

 
DIRECTED 
RETRIEVE 
 
Glove number _______ 
Send your dog 
Take it 
Finish 
Exercise finished 

 Dog does not:  Handler did not turn in place   
 
 

30 

  
 Go out on 1st command  Excessive signals or motion   

 Go directly to glove  Command/direction not given simultaneously (deduct up to NQ)  

 Retrieve correct article  Touching dog when sending   

 Mouthing or playing ……………………………….........................  

 Fails to retrieve  Does not release………………………………….Dropping glove  

Anticipated  No sit………………………………………………………..Poor sit  

Sat out of reach  No Finish………………………………………………...Poor finish   

No prompt return  Handler error (eg arms not at sides when dog returns)  

Handler repositions dog after pivot  Touching handler……………………………………………………  

   Sat between feet…………………………………………………….  

 
MOVING 
STAND AND  
EXAMINATION 
 
Forward 
Stand your dog 
(walk 10 feet away) 
Call your dog to heel 
Exercise finished 

Displays fear or resentment  Handler hesitates or pauses when giving stand command/signal   
 
 
 

30 

  
Dog moved from place where set 

Sat or lay down before being called  

 Slow response to stand or heel command 

  Forging / lagging/ crowding/ sniffing 

Growled or snapped  
Repeated whines or barks  

 Moves on stand after stopping 

  Dog does not return briskly 

 Failure to Heel/Stand/Stay/Come on 1st 
command 

 No Finish………………………………………………...Poor finish 

 Failure to return to handler   Handler error………………………………………………………… 

Sat out of reach on return   Touching handler…………………………………………………… 

Anticipates recall    

   

 
DIRECTED  
JUMP 
 
Send your dog 
Bar or High jump 
(judge will tell you which) 
Finish 
Exercise finished 
Send your dog 
Bar or High jump 
(judge will tell you which) 
Finish 
Exercise finished 

H B  H B  H B  
Bar 

Jump 
20 
 

  
 Anticipated command/signal to go 

out 








Slow response to sit or jump command 
Sat off center 

  

 Did not leave on 1st command  Turned/stopped/sat before command/anticipated    

 Does not go between jumps  Slow Go Out   

 Did not stop, sit and remain 10' 
beyond jumps on 1st command 









Handler held hand signals more than 2 seconds 
Hesitated or was reluctant to jump………………………. 

 
 

 
 

 Anticipated command/signal to 
jump 









Failed to return briskly ……………………………............. 
Touched jumps………………………………………………  



 


 
 

High 
Jump  

20 

  

 Does not go over correct jump   Sat between handler’s feet………………………………..     

  Knocked bar off uprights   Touching handler……………………………………………   

 Climbed over high jump  No sit ……………………………………………….Poor sit     

   No finish………………………………………....Poor finish    

    Handler error………………………………………..   

  

Explanation of penalty                                                                                  MAXIMUM POINTS 200   
Dog Dog's lack of willingness or enjoyment of work  Lack of smoothness and naturalness by the handler  

 Disciplining dog in ring    Shows fear      ExcusedFouling  ring(a disqualification)      
Less Penalty for 

Unusual Behavior
  

Handler Appropriate dress (clean, neat, safe) 
Demeanor       Grooming       Sportsmanship       Courtesy 

TOTAL NET SCORE  

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 4-H                                       (Revised February 2022)  

JUDGES: Please see current 4H guidelines for exercise descriptions 
Dogs receiving major deductions (failure to complete the essential components of the exercise) must not qualify for state fair  

or receive a score greater than 170 points. 


